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Abstract
The diffusion of information, norms, and practices across a social network can be initiated by
compelling a small number of seed individuals to adopt first. Strategies proposed in previous work
either assume full network information or a large degree of control over what information is
collected. However, privacy settings on the Internet and high non-response in surveys often
severely limit available connectivity information. Here we propose a seeding strategy for scenarios
with limited network information: Only the degrees and connections of some random nodes are
known. This new strategy is a modification of ‘random neighbor sampling’ (or ‘one-hop’) and
seeds the highest-degree neighbors of randomly selected nodes. Simulating a fractional threshold
model, we find that this new strategy excels in networks with heavy tailed degree distributions such
as scale-free networks and large online social networks. It outperforms the conventional one-hop
strategy even though the latter can seed 50% more nodes, and other seeding possibilities including
pure high-degree seeding and clustered seeding.

1. Introduction

Networks provide conduits for the propagation of information [1], social norms [2] and pathogens [3]. For
enhancing the efficacy of propagation in a human interaction network, as well as for effectively inhibiting
propagation, it is often useful to locate a core set of nodes—i.e. seeds—whose triggering can maximize the
expected total number of nodes that is eventually activated, or, once immunized, would reduce propagation
the most [4, 5]. Public health interventions pertaining to vaccination [6], dissemination of health-relevant
behaviours [7, 8], and viral marketing that target a small set of influencers [9] rely on this principle.

Strategies proposed in prior work either assume full network information [4, 10–15] or a large degree of
control over what network information is collected [16–22]. However, privacy settings on the Internet and
high non-response in surveys often severely limit available connectivity information. Strategies that require
complete or specific network information can then not be practically implemented. This calls for alternative
strategies that can also be employed in more barren scenarios commonly confronted by researchers and practi-
tioners, where the majority of nodes and ties is unknown and where control over what information is available
is lacking. We thus ask: How can one effectively seed a contagion when information on the network is limited?

In the present paper we study the effectiveness of various seeding strategies under conditions of limited
network information, namely when only the degrees and connections of some random nodes are known. We do
so by simulating a fractional threshold model of diffusion on a range of both empirical and synthetic networks.
All seeding strategies we simulate use only the limited network information available. For each strategy we
assess the ultimate fraction of activated nodes, averaged across simulation runs.
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We find that one seeding strategy stands out: Seeding high-degree neighbors. This strategy builds on the
friendship paradox that the neighbors of a randomly selected node have higher expected degrees than that
node itself [6, 7, 23–26]. It samples a subset of nodes, selects one random neighbor of each node, then uses the
highest-degree nodes among the set of neighbors as seeds for the contagion process. We find that this strategy
by-and-large (with some noteworthy exceptions) achieves greater overall propagation than other strategies,
including random neighbor seeding, high-degree seeding and clustered seeding. We demonstrate that the
comparative efficacy of the strategy is maintained even when its competitors are advantaged through mod-
est increases in the number of seeds they can draw on. The success of the strategy may be explained by the
fact that it achieves a good balance between its seeds being influential while at the same time being scattered
broadly.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 1.1 we review the existing theoretical approaches and current
practices in seeding with imperfect knowledge of the network. In section 1.2 we formally introduce the high-
degree neighbor seeding strategy, which we refer to in short as one-hopHD, as well as other seeding strategies
working under similar limits to network information. In section 2 we introduce methods and data concerning
the underlying networks, contagion models, and the settings for simulations that are used to evaluate the
seeding strategies. In section 3.1 we discuss the seeding outcomes of one-hopHD and other seeding strategies
in three typical synthetic networks and its implications. In sections 3.2–3.4 we analyze the simulation results
in 10 real-world social networks, with varying sizes from 100 to 7600, and demonstrate that the one-hopHD
strategy outperforms other seeding strategies with similar network information, especially for networks with
heavy tailed degree distributions such as scale-free networks and large online social networks. We end with a
conclusion section 4.

1.1. Related work: existing theoretical approaches and current practices
Theoretical studies have shown that identifying the core set of nodes under full network information is NP-
hard, meaning that a solution is not guaranteed within polynomial time. Hence, approximation algorithms
or heuristics have been developed to provide a solution that is not necessarily the best, but still are reasonably
effective [4, 10–15]. These generally assume full knowledge of the network, that is, the complete network
structure in terms of which node is connected to which others (i.e. the edge list) is known. For example, a
recent study demonstrated that a new topological measure for identifying the central individuals best suited for
spreading behaviors that requires peer reinforcement outperformed other strategies [15]. It calculates the set
of all possible paths connecting every two nodes, and thus requires that the complete edge list is available [15].
As on-the-ground seeding experiences are accumulating, progressively more studies recognize that such full
network information is often very expensive, if not impossible, to collect [27–30]. Surveys typically exhibit high
non-response rates, so that information about social networks is only available for a minority of respondents.
The rising concern of data privacy makes complete network information even more difficult to collect, both
online and offline. This renders seeding without full network information a question of rising concerns and
practical significance.

Thus far, related theoretical studies on seeding strategies with limited network information have appeared
under a variety of names, e.g. seeding with imperfect network information, seeding with partial network informa-
tion, seeding in a partially observable network or influence maximization problem for unknown networks. Based
on the type of missing network information and the scalability of the envisaged algorithms, these strategies
can be put into two broad categories.

The first category concerns approximation algorithms or heuristics developed for full network informa-
tion to networks with partially disclosed structure [16–22]. The central idea is to efficiently disclose part of
the network structure, i.e. the edge list of some nodes (or ‘subnetwork’) so that the established algorithms or
heuristics for the full network can be used and the seeding outcomes with full network information can be
approximated [21, 22]. Inspired by degree-based heuristic algorithm, Mihara et al [16, 17] used a snowball
sampling strategy to reveal the network structure and provide seeds. It starts from a small set of nodes, each of
which will disclose their degrees and list of connections. Then the node with highest expected degree from the
given information is probed again to reveal its degree and list of connections. Such a process is repeated a num-
ber of times and the highest degree nodes after all the probing is used as seeds. Similarly, Eckles et al [20] chose
a set of random nodes and asked them to reveal their connections with a probability. The revealed connections
will go through the same process again to reveal more of the network. It results in a partly revealed network
that can be used as the input for the algorithms developed for full network information [10, 14]. While letting
go of the assumption of full network information, these studies still assume that there is large degree of control
over what network information is collected, e.g. through snowball sampling [16, 17] or probabilistic random
walks [20], and pose nontrivial demands on available network information [20–22]. This renders it impossible
to use them for seeding in the scenarios where limits on available network information are predetermined.
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The second category dives into stochastic seeding with more realistic assumptions of network information,
which is relevant to our work in this paper. Public health interventions, marketing campaigns and other real-life
problems typically have access to very limited network information such as degrees (i.e. how many connections
one has) and random connections of some nodes. Under the constraint of such limited information, a few
seeding strategies are used. Guided by the intuition that individuals having many connections are likely to
be influential, one can choose the highest degree individuals among those whose degrees are known [7, 8].
Alternatively, one can use a random seeding strategy to blindly seed as many individuals as possible [31].

Within the second category, one approach that has received substantial attention in both theoretical studies
and real world practices is the one-hop strategy [7, 24, 25, 32]. Depending on the context, it has been named
‘acquaintance vaccination’ in epidemiology [6], ‘nomination’ [7] or ‘social referents’ [23]. It is inspired by
the phenomena discovered by Feld [24] that individuals are likely to have fewer friends than their friends do,
on average. Therefore, by asking a random node to disclose randomly one of its connections, one can reach a
node with a higher degree in most cases. Such a phenomena has been verified in general networks with various
degree distributions [32]. Compared to random seeding, one-hop does require some network information, but
only at a minimum level. In practice, it is easily achieved by asking random individuals to nominate one of
their friends. This strategy has received a great deal of attention in the vaccination and immunization studies
[32–34], and is one of the few seeding strategies used to promote public health interventions such as clean
water, nutrients [7], maternal and child health [26] and combat school bullying [23]. In a field experiment
involving 5773 households in rural Honduras, Kim et al 2015 [7] found that interventions targeting friends of
randomly selected individuals were more effective than random seeding, resulting in higher adoption rates of
nutritional interventions and water purification. Using a similar ‘friendship nomination’ technique, another
experiment to promote behaviour change in maternal and child health is undergoing for 30 000 people, 176
villages in Western Honduras [26]. Paluck et al 2016 [23] used a variant of one-hop strategy to reduce bullying
in schools. Followed by friends nominations, they targeted the students who had been nominated most times
to combat school bullying.

The current study explores a modification of the one-hop strategy [7, 24–26, 32–34]. Specifically, we inves-
tigate how the one-hop strategy would perform if we identify higher degree nodes in a better way. In essence,
the one-hop strategy adds one extra step to random seeding, which traces back from random nodes to each of
their random connections. It has two underlying principles. The primary principle is to target higher degree
nodes by random nomination. The second one, which is more hidden, is that it can distribute seeds broadly
throughout the network because of its random selection of initial nodes, though to a lesser extent than ran-
dom seeding. This study investigates how the one-hop strategy performs if its first principle is enhanced. We
formalize and evaluate a variant of one-hop seeding strategy (one-hopHD), i.e. high degree seeding of random
connections, which is in line with the idea behind the empirical experiment in Paluck et al 2016 [23].

Interestingly, a recent study argues that network information is not really valuable for seeding, because
a small increase in the number of random seeds can catch up with the optimal outcomes with full network
information anyway [31]. However, this observation applies to the independent cascade model studied in [31],
but not to the fractional threshold model we study (details in section 2.3). In the independent cascade model,
contagions are ‘simple’, that is, people need only one exposure from their connections to pick up the concerned
attribute (i.e. adopt), such as the spread of knowledge, easily-convincing rumors and pathogens. For many
social phenomena, the contagion is arguably ‘complex’ [35, 36]: People need multiple exposures from their
connections before they adopt. Complex contagion theory argues that the diffusion of many social norms are
complex, for which individuals require connection with multiple activated peers (i.e. ‘social reinforcement’)
before they become activated [37–39]. Complex contagion applies to most behaviours that are risky, costly
or need to fight against habits such as rioting, healthier diet, more regular exercise, and the purchase of new
products. In numerical simulations, the idea of complex contagion can be realized by the fractional threshold
model and other variants. In the fractional threshold model studied in this paper, contagions are complex as
they require that a threshold number of network neighbors adopt first before a focal individual adopts. Existing
studies suggest that information on degree and network neighbors of even a small number of nodes can be
useful for seeding as they provide better cascade outcomes than random seeding when contagion is complex
[22, 23]. However, it is not clear that if random seeding could easily reproduce the cascade outcomes of other
seeding strategies by just having a few more seeds, as the case in simple contagion [31]. In other words, the
value of limited network information and how to leverage them for seeding under complex contagion is still
unclear.

Under complex contagion and the constraint of limited network information, we explore a number of
seeding strategies, finding a particular variant of the one-hop strategy promising: If we add an extra step to
the one-hop strategy, that is, we choose the highest degree nodes from random connections (hereafter called
‘one-hopHD’), we obtain the best seeding outcome compared to other seeding strategies using similar levels
of network information. We find this to be the case across a broad range of empirical and synthetic social
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networks. The added value of this new strategy remains largely unchanged when the number of seeds by the
random strategy or one-hop strategy increases significantly. This new strategy is in line with the idea of an anti-
bullying campaign used in US [23]: students in 56 schools first nominated a few of their friends, and among
those who had been nominated, the top 10% who received the most nominations were chosen as seeds to take
a public stance against conflicts in their schools, resulting in a 30% drop of reported conflict levels. The core of
such an anti-bullying strategy is high-degree seeding of random connections. To the best of our knowledge, this
has not been formally proposed as a strategy, neither has it been addressed and evaluated despite a promising
empirical evidence.

The effectiveness of the proposed one-hopHD strategy is evaluated through comparison to other seeding
strategies with similar assumptions on the availability of information on the network, i.e. only the degrees
and connections of some random nodes. We use four strategies for comparison. The first three are the above-
mentioned high-degree seeding, conventional one-hop strategy and random seeding. Specifically, high-degree
seeding assumes only the degrees of a small percentage of nodes are given and chooses the ones with highest
degrees as seeds. The fourth strategy is clustered seeding, based upon limited network information on degrees
and connections. Since complex contagion requires multiple exposure to overcome the threshold, clustered
seeding initiates the diffusion process by activating a group of directly connected nodes. In this way, other
nodes connected to this group of seeds are likely to receive multiple exposure and become activated as well
[40, 41]. This seeding strategy is realized by activating nodes that are directly connected to the most central
node and iterating the same process until the number of seeds have been reached [15]. Therefore, the fourth
strategy will activate the node with highest degree, from nodes with given degrees, and its direct connections.
More details of the strategies used for comparison can be found in section 1.2.

1.2. The proposed seeding strategy, reference strategies and their required network information
To formally define the one-hopHD strategy, we first introduce some notation. Let G= (V , E) be the underlying
network, in which V = {v1, v2, . . . , vN } is the set of N nodes, and E = {e1, e2, . . . , eM} is the set of all M edges.
The set of seeds is defined as S = {d1, d2, . . . , ds}, which is a subset of s nodes from V (S ⊂ V).

In the one-hop strategy, one first draws s random nodes from V to form a subset R = {r1, r2, . . . , rs}. Each
(random) node discloses one of their connections, resulting in a set of random connections RN = {rn1, rn2,
. . . , rns} which are directly used as seeds (S ≡ RN). The proposed one-hopHD strategy adds one more step
to the conventional one-hop strategy, which is to seed the highest degree nodes from the set of these random
connections (S ⊂ RN). To make this possible, the number of random connections RN must be larger than s.
Considering the possible network information that can be attained by an affordable network survey in both
online and offline environments, following the empirical experiment by Paluck et al 2016 [23], here we assume
maximum 15% of individuals in the network will respond to the survey and disclose their connections. More-
over, instead of revealing a few of their connections as in the experiment [23], we assume that the respondents
will provide only one connection, i.e. R = RN = 15% of N. For all the nodes in RN, we further assume their
degrees will be known by another round of survey. Then, from all the nodes in RN, the top s highest degree
nodes will be chosen as seeds.

The network information required by the one-hopHD is accessible in many real-world settings. First, this
approach relies on whom the random connections of 15% × N random nodes are, and the degrees of these
random connections. Note that the 15%×N random nodes do not need to disclose all their neighbors. Instead,
they are asked to nominate only one of their friends in the network, similar to the well-established one-hop
strategy. In this way, this new strategy circumvents the thorny issue of collecting complete contact list of the
respondents, which can be difficult as the response rate can be extremely low and unreliable due to the recall
error. Second, it demands minimum control over what network information is collected, as the first sample
on those people who nominated their neighbors can be completely random, and only degrees are asked for
the nominated friends in the second round. This is in stark contrast to snowball sampling and other network
probing techniques that require deliberate control to collect the information along certain paths (usually much
longer than 2 path lengths) within the network.

To evaluate the effectiveness of one-hopHD, other seeding strategies with similar constraints on the acces-
sibility of the network information are studied and used as references. The referenced strategies have access to
only the degrees and connections of some nodes and have no or minimum control on which nodes they are.
Under these two constraints, there are still some differences regarding the network information required by the
referenced strategies. The differences, and the justifications of the comparison to one-hopHD, are explained
in the following paragraphs. We argue that one-hopHD would be an effective strategy if it outperforms other
referenced strategies as specified below,

(a) The one-hopHD strategy is more efficient than random seeding with an identical seed set size (‘Random’).
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Figure 1. Summary of seed selection strategies and required network information for (a) the one-hop strategy, (b) pure high
degree seeding knowing the degrees of 30% random nodes (‘Know30HD’), (c) clustered seeding knowing the degrees of 30%
random nodes (‘Know30Cl’); (d) the one-hopHD strategy which seeds the highest degree nodes from the random connections
(‘one-hopHD’). Random seeding—not illustrated here—will also be used along with one-hop, Know30HD and Know30Cl to
evaluate the effectiveness of one-hopHD in synthetic and real social networks under complex contagion.

(b) The one-hopHD strategy is more efficient than random seeding even if the latter can seed twice as many
(‘Random2’).

(c) The one-hopHD strategy is more efficient than the conventional one-hop strategy with an identical seed
set size (figure 1(a), labeled ‘one-hop’).

(d) The one-hopHD strategy is more efficient than the conventional one-hop strategy even when the latter
can seed 50% more (‘one-hop1.5’).

(e) The one-hopHD strategy is more efficient than pure high-degree seeding with an identical seed set size.
Specifically, the pure high-degree seeding is based upon partial network information, i.e. knowing the
degrees of 30% random nodes. It then chooses the top s highest degree nodes among the 30% nodes with
given degree as seeds (figure 1(b), labeled ‘Know30HD’).

(f) The one-hopHD strategy is more efficient than clustered seeding with an identical seed set size. Specifically,
the clustered seeding is based upon partial network information, i.e. knowing the degrees of 30% random
nodes. It then chooses the top highest degree node among the 30% nodes whose degrees are known as the
first seed. Among the connections of the first seed, s − 1 nodes will be chosen randomly to complete the
seed set [15] (figure 1(c), labeled ‘Know30Cl’).
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The strategy Random requires no network information. It is used here to reflect the seeding outcome that
can be achieved without any knowledge of the network structure. While we expect that the seeding outcome
of one-hopHD will be better than the strategy Random if both of them start from the same number of seeds,
we want to test if the advantage provided by one-hopHD seeding can be easily compensated by seeding more
nodes using the strategy Random, as observed in a previous study in the context of simple contagion [31]. If
the one-hopHD could provide better seeding outcomes even though the random strategy can seed twice as
many (strategy Random 2), it will suggest that limited network information (as those used by one-hopHD)
are critical to diffuse complex contagion and the same result cannot be achieved by just having more seeds.

In comparison to one-hopHD, the conventional one-hop strategy demands only the random connections
of random nodes (See figure 1(a)), thus demanding less information than the former. It is expected that
one-hopHD could outperform the conventional one-hop if they seed the same amount of nodes. To test the
superiority of one-hopHD, we will also allow the conventional one-hop strategy to have more seeds (50%
increase), similarly to the test against strategy Random. The conventional one-hop strategy with 50% more
seeds will be called ‘one-hop1.5’.

One-hopHD selects the higher degree nodes from the random connections (see figure 1(d)). One can
argue that seeds can be simply selected from the nodes of higher degrees, without searching for the random
connections. We therefore compare one-hopHD to pure high-degree seeding: one-hopHD requires the ran-
dom connections of 15% of the nodes and the degrees of 15% of the nodes, in comparison, we assume that
Know30HD has access to the degrees of 30% of the nodes (the strategy ‘Know30HD’) (see figure 1(b)). In other
words, Know30HD has more access to the degree information as a compensation to the fact that it does not
require any information of direct connections. Such compensation is considered fair as the difficulty or cost
to ask a respondent, to provide one name among the contacts (the random connection used by one-hopHD)
or to provide the total number of her/his contacts (the degree information used by Know30HD), are simi-
lar. By comparing one-hopHD with Know30HD, we can thus test if the combination of searching random
connections and high-degree seeding is more efficient than pure high-degree seeding.

Last but not least, the strategy ‘Know30Cl’ is used to represent one important seeding principle when it
comes to complex contagion: clustered seeding. In complex contagion, seeds should be connected instead of
scattered in order to provide the multiple exposures (‘social reinforcement’) to adjacent nodes [40, 41]. The
strategy Know30Cl follows the same clustered seeding procedure as in other studies [15], but assumes that only
part of the network can be known. As shown in figure 1(c), this strategy first uses the degrees of 30% of the
nodes and chooses the one node with highest degree, similar to Know30HD. But it differs from the latter, by
requiring the highest-degree node to disclose all its neighbors. Then, this node with highest degree and its s− 1
neighbors will be chosen as seeds. In comparison to one-hopHD and other referenced strategies, Know30Cl is
the most demanding one on network information. The information required by Know30Cl imposes that the
seeds are not only high-degree but also directly connected to each other. By contrast, one-hopHD does not
guarantee the seeds are connected. By comparing one-hopHD to Know30Cl, we can test if one-hopHD can
overcome the social reinforcement required by the complex contagion.

In summary, the network information required by the strategy Random is the least, followed by the strategy
of conventional one-hop. One-hopHD and Know30 use similar amount of network information.

The strategy Know30Cl has the highest demand on network information.

2. Method and data

2.1. Networks for simulation and their properties
First we use three typical synthetic networks: an Erdős–Rényi (ER) a random network, small-world (SW)
network and a scale-free (SF) network for studying the performance of seeding strategies under simplified
network structures. Albeit not realistic, they capture some properties of real-world social networks. Testing on
these synthetic networks can therefore shed light on the performances of seeding strategies when some of the
real-world network properties are pushed to the limit (which is hard to test using real-world networks alone).
Specifically, the ER random network is characterized by short path lengths, low clustering and moderate degree
variances following a normal distribution. It is generated by the Erdős–Rényi–Gilbert model [42], in which
every two nodes are connected with the same probability (we use 0.1). The SW network reproduces the short
path length and high clustering of real-world networks, but with a relatively homogeneous degree distribution.
The SW network is built from a regular lattice, followed by a rewiring probability (we use 0.025) to create
shortcuts to mimic the small-world effect [43]. The SF network differs from the ER and SW networks with a
highly heterogeneous degree distribution that follow a power-law decay, extremely low clustering coefficient
and long path lengths. It is generated from the Barabási–Albert (BA) model [44, 45] with linear preferential
attachment. All the synthetic networks are of the same size (N = 100).
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Table 1. Details of the 10 social networks from real world.

Network name Description Size (N ) Avg. shortest path Clustering Modularityb

length (D)a coefficient (CC) (M)

High school Connections and
friendship relations
between students in a
high school [46]

128 4.0 (2.4) 0.48 0.74

Primary school Connections between
the children and
teachers in a primary
school [47]

236 1.8 (1.3) 0.43 0.34

Infect Daily connection
networks at a Science
Gallery [48]

221 3.5 (2.2) 0.30 0.83

Facebook Ego-based network of
Facebook users [49]

4039 3.7 (2.5) 0.52 0.81

Bitcoin Bitcoin alpha web of
trust network [52, 53]

3782 3.5 (2.2) 0.08 0.42

API Social network of
LastFM users from
Asia [54]

7623 5.2 (3.5) 0.18 0.77

Wiki Wikipedia
who-votes-on-whom
network [50, 51]

7066 3.5 (1.9) 0.13 0.37

P2P Gnutella peer to peer
network [55, 56]

6301 4.6 (3.2) 0.02 0.34

CA
Collaboration
network from the
arXiv covering
authors from general
relativity and
quantum

4158 6.0 (4.5) 0.60 0.79

Cosmology category
[55]

Email
Email network about
all incoming and
outgoing email
between members
from a large

1006 2.6 (1.5) 0.27 0.37

European research
institution [55, 57]

aNotes: number in the parenthesis indicates the average path length between the top 10% highest degree nodes.
bModularity is calculated by the algorithm of community structure via short random walks (cluster walktrap) using the igraph package
in R.

We also use ten real-world social networks of various sizes (ranging from 100 to 7600 nodes) and prop-
erties. Among them, 3 are offline social networks with less than 250 nodes, from the SocioPatterns dataset
(https://sociopatterns.org). They include a friendship network between high school students [46], a connec-
tion network between the children and teachers in a primary school [47], and a daily connection network
collected from a Science Gallery [48]. The other seven networks are online social networks containing 1000
to 7600 nodes, such as those of Facebook [49], Wikipedia [50, 51], Bitcoin [52, 53] and others. Most of these
networks have short path lengths, but differ in other network properties such as clustering coefficient and
modularity. Descriptions of the networks and their properties can be found in table 1.

2.2. The threshold model of network diffusion
We employ the fractional threshold model [58, 59] to study the diffusion in the network. In this model, each
node has a state value v, which is either 0 (inactive) or 1 (active). All nodes except the seeds start from the
inactive state, and once activated, they remain so in the following time steps. At each time step, every node
checks the weighted state value of their connections, which is the weighted percentage of activate connections.
Assuming that all connections (node j) of node i have the same weight for node i, the weighted state value of
its connections wi at time t is

wi(t) =
Number of activated connections of node i at time t

Total number of connections of node i
, (1)
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Table 2. Simulation procedures for a given network, seed set size and threshold.

Simulation procedures

1. Choose an underlying network.

2. Prepare the seed sets for a given size of s.

Ifseeding strategy = ‘Random’,
(i) Randomly select s nodes to form a set of random nodes as R;
(ii) Record the nodes in R as seeds;
(iii) Repeat (i) and (ii) for 10 000 times to generate a seed matrix with a dimension of 10 000 × s.

Ifseeding strategy = ‘one-hop’,
(i) Randomly select s nodes to form a set of random nodes as R;
(ii) Each node in R discloses one of their connections to form a set of random connections as RN;
(iii) Record the nodes in RN as seeds;
(iv) Repeat (i)–(iii) for 10 000 times to generate a seed matrix with a dimension of 10 000 × s. If seeding

strategy = ‘Know30HD’,
(i) Randomly select 30% × N nodes to form a set of random nodes as R;
(ii) Each node in R discloses its degree;
(iii) Select the top s highest degree nodes from R as seeds;
(iv) Repeat (i)–(iii) for 10 000 times to generate a seed matrix with a dimension of 10 000 × s.

Ifseeding strategy = ‘Know30Cl’,
(i) Randomly select 30% × N nodes to form a set of random nodes as R;
(ii) Each node in R discloses its degree;
(iii) Select the highest degree node from R as first seed d1;
(iv) Seed d1 randomly discloses s − 1 of its connections and used as remaining seeds: d2, . . . , ds;
(v) Repeat (i)–(iv) for 10 000 times to generate a seed matrix with a dimension of 10 000 × s.

Ifseeding strategy = ‘one-hopHD’,
(i) Randomly select 15%×N nodes to form a set of random nodes as R;
(ii) Each node in R discloses one of their connections to form a set of random connections as RN;
(iii) Each node in RN discloses its degree;
(iv) Select the top s highest degree nodes from RN as seeds;
(v) Repeat (i)–(iv) for 10 000 times to generate a seed matrix with a dimension of 10 000 × s.

3. Diffusion model for a given threshold θ.

(i) Each node is assigned with a threshold θ and a starting state value of 0;
(ii) Change the state values of nodes to 1 according to the kth row of the seed matrix, in time step t0; for every following
time step, check the weighted state value of each node,s connections (wi) and if wi � θ, change the state value of node i to 1;
stop if the number of activated nodes at the current time step t is equal to the previous time step t − 1; record the final
activated number of nodes;
(iii) Change the k in (ii) from 1 to 10 000 and so that all the combinations in the seed matrix are tried out to kick off the
diffusion process. It therefore produces 10 000 possible final activated fractions AFt under this current combination of
network,seeding strategy, seed set size s and threshold θ.

Node i will be activated at time t + 1 only if wi is equal to or exceeds the predefined threshold θi, i.e.

vi(t + 1) =

{
1, wi(t) � θi

0, otherwise.
(2)

All the nodes in the network will adopt the same fractional threshold [58, 59], but we will vary the value of
fractional threshold for the whole population to capture different contagiousness (more details in next section)
[15]. In our simulations, the total number of activated nodes AN(t) at every (discrete) time step t, is recorded.
The diffusion process is stopped when the number of activated nodes at the (final) time step tf is equal to the
previous time step tf − 1. The fraction of activated nodes at time tf is then the final activated fraction AF(tf),
given by

AF(tf) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

vi(tf), (3)

and is used as the index for evaluating the effectiveness of seeding strategies.

2.3. Simulation setup
We choose the synthetic and real networks introduced in section 2.1, and apply the simulation procedures
described in table 2. Three further conditions need to be specified before starting the simulations. The first
one is the number of seeds, s. Typical values of 3% × N, 5% × N and 7% × N will be used. In most cases,
the seed set sizes of different seeding strategies will be the same. Exceptions are Random2 and one-hop1.5, in
which the seed set sizes will be larger than the one-hopHD.
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The second condition is of course the seeding strategy. According to the given seeding strategies, seeds
will be chosen accordingly in line with the procedures in table 2. Note that each seeding strategy has its own
randomness in seed selection; for instance, for a given network and a given s, the seeds provided by the random
seeding strategy is different for each run. This is also the case for one-hop, Know30HD, Know30Cl and one-
hopHD, which all start from a set of random nodes. To capture the randomness of each strategy, the seed
selection process is performed 10 000 times for a given network and s. In other words, under each combination
of network, seed set size and seeding strategy, a seed matrix with a dimension of 10 000 × s is generated and
used as inputs for the diffusion model. Details in the generation of seed matrix can be found in table 2.

The third condition is to define the threshold of the diffusion model. For a given threshold θ, each node in
the network is assigned with the same threshold value. We test a wide range of threshold values ranging from
0.15 to 0.6, with an increment of 0.05, for each network and seeding strategy. Once the above three conditions
are defined, the diffusion process will be simulated.

3. Results

3.1. Seeding outcomes for synthetic networks and implications for real-world networks
In figure 2 we display the simulation outcomes for five seeding strategies: one-hop, one-hopHD, Know30HD,
Know30Cl and random, for three types of synthetic networks (ER, SW and SF), as well as those for two real-
world networks (high school and Facebook; cf. table 1). The figure shows the activated fractions of agents
under thresholds ranging from 0.15 to 0.5. Lower threshold values lead to higher activation percentages, as it
must: e.g. an agent with threshold θ = 0.2 and with 10 connections in a network will become activated if two
or more connections were activated, in contrast to an agent with θ = 0.5 and with 10 connections requiring
at least five activated connections before following suit. The seed set size in figure 2 is 5%, i.e. each seeding
strategy can activate 5% of the nodes to kick off the activation diffusion process. As described in table 2, for
every specific threshold and seed set size and any given network, each seeding strategy has been simulated 10
000 times. The variability in the final activated fractions, due to randomness in the activation diffusion process
over these 10 000 runs are captured by the error bars in figure 2.

Each synthetic network represents a unique network architecture. ER networks describe a theoretical world
when human connections are made all by random chances. The networks are characterized by short path
lengths but low clustering without community structures. The degree distribution, i.e. the probability distri-
bution P(k) of degree k in the networks, follows a normal distribution. The latter attribute means that the
percentage of nodes having degrees much higher or lower than the mean degree kmean decreases sharply with
|k − kmean|. In such (homogeneous) networks, most nodes have similar roles in accelerating or slowing down
the activation diffusion process. This explains why the differences between seeding strategies are only notice-
able in a narrow band of thresholds. In the example shown in figure 2(a), differences between seeding strategies
are only observed when thresholds are 0.2 and 0.25. For θ = 0.2, most seeding strategies except one-hop and
random seeding can trigger adoption in the whole network by seeding only 5% nodes, in all the 10 000 random
trials. The one-hop and random seeding strategies are the least efficient ones. For both strategies, if they can
only seed 5% of the nodes, the chances for their seeds to trigger adoption in the whole network is less than 2.5%.
When threshold increases to 0.25, the difficulty to pass down diffusion increases. In this case, Know30HD is
the only strategy that still has some chance to reach activation fractions that are larger than 50%, while other
strategies end up with final activation fractions lower than 25% in nearly all the trails. In such a synthetic net-
work wherein every connection is made by random chance, the only significant distinguishing factor among the
nodes is their degrees. Know30HD turns out to be the most efficient seeding strategy, followed by one-hopHD.

SW networks are known for their reproduction of the ‘small-world’ properties observed in real social net-
works, i.e. short path length and high clustering. Compared to ER networks, SW network has community
structures with closed triads (cliques) linking nearest nodes and a few shortcuts connecting different commu-
nities [43]. Degree variation in SW networks is even lower than that in ER networks. Rewiring from a regular
lattice, most nodes in SW networks used here have exactly the same degree of 10. Only the few nodes rewired to
create new connections have degrees that are either 9 or 11, as shown in the degree distribution in figure 2(b),
which approximates a delta distribution (each node has a degree of exactly k). As degree differences between
nodes in SW networks are not present, Know30HD is no longer the most efficient strategy. Instead, Know30Cl
stands out as the most efficient seeding strategy even for high thresholds. This is as expected since clustered
seeding is designed for complex contagion under the small-world nature [40, 41]. Under the standardized
community structure in SW networks, seeding a cluster of nodes is essential to overcome the thresholds of
nodes connected to the same cluster [40]. Moreover, since there are clustered structures present in SW net-
works, connections among different clusters close to each other are plentiful [40, 43]. Such connections create
channels for contagion passing from one cluster to another, and consequently, throughout the entire network.
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Figure 2. Final activated fractions in (a) ER random network, (b) SW network, (c) SF network, (d) high-school friendship
network and (e) Facebook network. The x-axis is the threshold of the contagion model, ranging from 0.15 to 0.5. For each
network, 5% nodes are activated following different seeding strategies. The box-plot shows the 97.5th, 75th, 50th, 25th and 2.5th
quantiles of the final activated fractions for the 10 000 trials. Noted are the network attributes, such as size (N ), clustering
coefficient (CC), average shortest path length (D) and modularity (M). Histograms on the right show the degree distribution for
the corresponding network.
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In such a network with close-knit community structure and low degree variances, one-hopHD strategy is not
efficient.

SF networks mimic heavy tailed degree distribution observed often in real-world networks. The degree
distribution of SF networks follows a power-law (see right panel of figure 2(c)). It results in a hub-dominated
network architecture: hubs are those (few) nodes that are highly connected while most nodes having degrees
that are much less than the mean. In such a synthetic network dominated by hubs, one-hopHD stands out as
the most efficient seeding strategy, as shown in figure 2(c). The strategy used by one-hopHD, i.e. nomination by
random nodes and then high-degree seeding, turns out to be more efficient than pure high-degree seeding by
Know30HD, though the latter has access to more degree information. Clustered seeding is no longer applicable
in such a network structure, which ends up with final activated fractions that are even lower than one-hop and
random seeding.

These results in the synthetic networks demonstrate that seeding outcomes of the five strategies depend
strongly on the architecture of the concerned network: while community structure (or high clustering) makes
clustered seeding the most suitable strategy, when heavy tailed degree distribution is taken into account,
one-hopHD is the most efficient one. However, real-world social networks are neither pure SW nor pure SF
networks but a mixture of both heavy tailed degree distribution and community structures. For a comparison
with the theoretical results from the synthetic networks, we therefore use two further real-world networks.

The first one is a high school friendship network representing a small-size (N = 134) social network that
is very similar to the synthetic SW networks in terms of high clustering and low path length (figure 2(d)).
Nevertheless, the approximately delta degree distribution for SW networks does not hold for this network, as
shown as the log-normal degree distribution in the right panel of figure 2(d). Under such a mixture of high
clustering and moderate degree variances, Know30HD and one-hopHD are the two most effective strategies.
Both of them provide higher final activated fractions than Know30Cl in most cases. When threshold goes up
to 0.35, Know30Cl outperforms these two but the margin is relatively small. The second network is a large-size
(N = 4039) Facebook network. It has the same clustering coefficient (CC = 0.5) and average shortest path
lengths (D = 4) as the high school network, but its degree distribution follows a power law. In other words, it
inherits the heavy tailed degree distribution from the SF network, while maintaining high clustering and low
path lengths that is similar to SW network. With high variations in node degrees, one-hopHD stands out as the
most effective seeding option, leading to final an activated fraction that is much higher than those of clustered
seeding (Know30Cl) and pure high-degree seeding (Know30HD). It seems that under the co-existence of heavy
tailed degree distribution, high clustering and short path length, one-hopHD is a promising strategy and its
performance stands out even more when the degree variance increases.

In the following subsections, we further validate the above observations for more real-world networks.

3.2. Comparison between the outcomes of one-hopHD and Know30HD strategies for real-world
networks
In this subsection, we compare the seeding outcomes by one-hopHD and Know30HD in ten real-world net-
works and analyze if the combination of searching from random connections and then high-degree seeding is
more efficient than pure high-degree seeding.

The differences between one-hopHD and Know30HD seeding outcomes in ten networks are shown in
figures 3(a)–(j), for a wide range of threshold values and seed set sizes. The x-axis is the threshold value, ranging
from 0.15 to 0.6. The y-axis is the seed set size within the range of 3% to 10%. The color gradient is the absolute
difference between the final activated fractions (again, averaged over 10 000 runs) achieved by one-hopHD and
Know30HD, in which gradients from yellow to red indicates that one-hopHD leads to higher activated fraction
than Know30HD and vice versa for gradients from green to blue. Each panel in figures 3(a)–(j) corresponds
to the results in a specific network, under every possible combination for seed set size and threshold. The
coordinate of every color pixel within each panel corresponds to the specific seed set size and threshold value.
The highlighted point in figure 3(j), for example, shows that the final activated fraction achieved by one-
hopHD is larger than that of Know30HD in the API network when θ = 0.4 and 5% nodes are used as seeds.

The networks used for comparison here cover offline and online social networks with various sizes and
characteristics. The first three networks in figures 3(a)–(c) are offline social networks of a primary school, a
high school and an exhibition, respectively. Each of them includes less than 250 nodes and has the common
characteristics of a small-world network as being highly clustered and having short path length. The degree
distribution follows a log-normal distribution (e.g. first two subpanels in figure 3(k)), indicating moderate
degree variances. The observations we made in figure 2(d) hold true for these networks with small-world like
characteristics and moderate degree variances. For example, recall that figure 2(d) corresponds to a specific case
of the high school network, with seed set size of 5%, for which one-hopHD and Know30HD are more effective
than the other seeding options. Among these two, Know30HD leads to slightly better seeding outcomes than
one-hopHD, as shown in the green areas in figures 3(a)–(c). In other words, for small-world like networks
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Figure 3. Comparison of the final activated fractions between one-hopHD and Know30HD in 10 real-world networks (a)–(j)
and degree distributions of selected networks (k).The x-axis is the value of the threshold used in the contagion model, and the
y-axis is the seed set size. The colour gradient in (a)–(j) represents the absolute difference in the final activated fractions between
one-hopHD and Know30HD (averaged of the 10 000 runs), under specific combinations of threshold and seed set size. The
coordinates of every color pixel correspond to a specific threshold (value of x-axis) and seed set size (value of y-axis), respectively.
Colours of red and yellow indicate one-hopHD leads to higher activated fractions than Know30HD (one-hopHD > Know30HD),
and the opposite for blue and green colours. For example, the highlighted point in (j) shows that the final activated fraction
achieved by one-hopHD is larger than that of Know30HD in the API network when the threshold is 0.4 and seed set size is 5%.
Note that the absolute activation fractions achieved by one-hopHD and Know30HD can be found in the supporting information
figures S2 and S3, respectively. (k) Degree distributions for selected networks, in which the vertical axis is the degree (k) and
horizontal axis is the probability of degree (p(k)). Compared to small-size offline networks (e.g. primary and high school
networks), the degree distribution of the large online social networks (e.g. Email, P2P, Facebook and API) has a heavier tail
following a power-law decay. The degree distributions of four networks—Infect, Bitcoin, CA and Wiki—are not shown here due
to limited space. Their degree distributions can be found in supporting information figure S1. The degree distribution of Infect
mimics the other two offline networks of the Primary School and High School. For Bitcoin, CA and Wiki, they generally resonate
the heavy tailed degree distribution of the other online networks.

with moderate degree variances, the proposed one-hopHD strategy is not necessarily the best way of seeding.
Its seeding outcomes can get easily caught up by pure high-degree seeding as long as the latter has access to the
degree information of more nodes.

The other seven networks from figures 3(d)–(j) are online social networks for email communication,
Bitcoin trading, Facebook friendship, academic author collaboration (CA), p2p, Wiki voting and API, respec-
tively, including from 1000 to 7600 nodes. Compared to the offline networks, such online networks have
similar or even shorter path lengths and much more skewed degree distributions following a power-law decay
(e.g. last four subpanels of figure 3(k)). In these online networks, one-hopHD outperforms Know30HD
in nearly every combination of seed set size and threshold considered here (figures 3(d)–(j)), even though
Know30HD has the degree information of more nodes. In some cases, the absolute difference is as large as 1
(red areas in figures 3(d)–(j)), indicating that one-hopHD can lead to adoption in the whole network while
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Figure 4. Comparison of the final activated fractions between one-hopHD and Know30Cl in 10 real networks (a)–(j).The x-axis
is the value of the threshold used in the contagion model, and the y-axis is the seed size. The colour gradient in (a)–(j) represents
the absolute difference in the final activated fractions between one-hopHD and Know30Cl (average of the 10 000 runs), under
specific combination of threshold and seed set size. The coordinates of every color pixel correspond to the threshold (value of
x-axis) and seed set size (value of y-axis), respectively. Colours of red and yellow indicate one-hopHD lead to higher activated
fractions than Know30Cl (one-hopHD Know30Cl), and the opposite for colours of blue and green. The primary school and high
school networks are visualized in a & b, in which the network topology of the high school is less homogeneous. The absolute
activation fractions achieved by one-hopHD and Know30Cl can be found in the supporting information figures S2 and S4,
respectively.

Know30HD fails to trigger any significant diffusion. It suggests that, for such large networks with heavy tailed
degree distribution and good connectivity (i.e. relatively short path lengths), one-hopHD is much more effi-
cient than Know30HD and the premium cannot be caught up by pure high-degree seeding even though the
latter one has access to more degree information.

Moreover, the efficiency of one-hopHD in (figures 3(d)–(j)) is independent of the clustering coefficients.
The networks in (figures 3(d)–(j)) have clustering coefficients varying from the lowest of 0.08 in the Bitcoin
network (figure 3(e)) to the highest of 0.6 in the CA network (figure 3(g)). The dominant factors deciding the
relative performance between one-hopHD and Know30HD seem to be the degree variance and connectivity
of the network. As demonstrated in previous studies [60, 61], networks with heavy tailed degree distribution
such as those with a power-law decay end up in a system that most nodes have very few links while a few nodes
(or hubs) have unproportionally large numbers of links. These few hubs can reach the majority of the network
within one step. In turn, searching the connections from a random node is very likely to reach these hubs
[60]. As a result, the tactic used by one-hopHD, i.e. searching from random connections before high-degree
seeding, is very efficient to reach the highly connected nodes. This is the key why one-hopHD is efficient in
such inhomogeneous networks with heavy tailed degree distribution.
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Figure 5. Diffusion process in the high school network driven by the seeds of Know30Cl and one-hopHD. Nodes in yellow
indicate that they are activated, while inactivated nodes are in blue. At time t0, Know30Cl always activates a cluster of seeds, which
are direct connections of each other as highlighted in the red circle in (a) and (g). On contrast, the one-hopHD starts from partly
connected nodes, as highlighted in two red circles in (d) and (i). When the threshold is not too high (e.g. being 0.3 in this
example), the highly clustered seeds provided by Know30Cl turn out to be overly concentrated in one area and fail to reach other
parts of the network, as shown by the diffusion process from (a) to (c). Seeds of one-hopHD, on the contrary, can reach the
majority of the network (f) since they start from more than one clusters. When the threshold is increased to 0.4, seeds need to be
highly clustered to activate any cascade in the network. Know30Cl can activate slightly more nodes that one-hopHD, referring to
the panels of (h) and (j). But the margin provided by Know30Cl is very low since even clustered seeding would fail to activate
significant percentage of nodes when threshold is high in an inhomogeneous network.

3.3. Comparison between the outcomes of one-hopHD and Know30Cl for realworld networks
An important seeding strategy for complex contagion is clustered seeding: seeding a cluster of nodes that are
connected to same nodes so that the other nodes connected to this cluster can receive multiple exposures to
overcome their thresholds [15, 40, 41]. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of one-hopHD under complex
contagion, its seeding outcomes should therefore be compared with clustered seeding with limited network
information. Specifically, clustered seeding strategy (Know30Cl) assumes that the degrees of 30% nodes are
known (‘known nodes’), and seeds are the highest degree node chosen from these known nodes, and its s − 1
direct connections. In contrast, one-hopHD picks the highest degree nodes out from the random connections
and has no guarantee that the seeds are direct connections of each other. According to the justification for
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Figure 6. Comparison of the final activated fractions between one-hopHD and one-hop in 10 real networks (a)–(j), with the
same number of seeds. The x-axis is the value of threshold used in the contagion model, and the y-axis is the seed size. The colour
gradient in (a)–(j) represents the absolute difference in the final activated fractions between one-hopHD and one-hop (average of
10 000 runs), under specific combination of threshold and seed set size. The coordinates of every color pixel corresponds to
threshold (value of x-axis) and seed set size (value of x-axis), respectively. With the same number of seeds, one-hopHD leads to
higher final activated fractions than one-hop in all the networks tested here.

clustered seeding, one-hopHD would be suboptimal since seeds are scattered throughout the network and do
not provide the required multiple exposures to other nodes adjacent to the seeds.

Simulation involving our ten real-world networks, however, suggests that one-hopHD outperforms the
clustered seeding strategy (Know30Cl) in most cases, as shown in figures 4(a), (d) and (j), where we compare
the final activated fractions by one-hopHD to those of Know30Cl. Specifically, with the exception of the pri-
mary school network (figure 4(a)) and high-threshold scenarios in a few networks, one-hopHD provides much
higher final activated fractions than Know30Cl. This is especially true for large networks (figures 4(d)–(j)),
where the absolute difference between the final activated fraction of one-hopHD and Know30Cl is as
high as unity. These results indicate that, by activating the same number of seeds, one-hopHD successfully
diffuses the contagion to the whole network while seeds of Know30Cl fail to activate substantial amounts of
nodes, calling into question the justification for clustered seeding.

The reason why Know30Cl leads to worse seeding outcomes may lie in the fact that its effectiveness is
mostly demonstrated in homogeneous networks such as synthetic SW networks (i.e. most nodes have similar
degrees and there are abundant connections between every two clusters, meaning that the networks have low
modularity values) [40, 41]. A homogeneous network ensures that seeding a cluster can activate the nodes
adjacent to the seeds, and play the crucial role of passing the contagion on from one cluster to another by the
redundant connections among clusters. This reasoning is bolstered by the observation that among all the real
networks used for simulations in figure 4, the primary school network is the most homogeneous, and also
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Figure 7. Comparison between one-hopHD strategy with one-hop and random seeding with increase seed set size (i.e.
one-hop1.5 and Random2). (a) The final activated fractions of one-hopHD with seed sizes of 3, 5 and 7% were subtracted by the
fractions achieved by one-hop1.5 with seed sizes of 4.5, 7.5 and 10.5%, respectively, for the same network and a given threshold.
(b) The final activated fractions of one-hopHD with seed sizes of 3, 5 and 7% were subtracted by the fractions achieved by
Random2 with seed sizes of 6, 10 and 14%, respectively. Every box displays the minima, 25th percentile, median, 75th percentile
and the maxima of the differences. The relative efficiency of one-hopHD largely remains even when the seed size of one-hop and
random seeding increases by 50% and 100%, respectively.

the only network for which Know30Cl performs better than one-hopHD. Most nodes in the primary school
network have degrees around the mean value of 50, which, as shown in figure 4(a), results in a closely and evenly
knitted network. Seeding a cluster of nodes in such a homogeneous network triggers large scale diffusion as
predicted by [40, 41].

For other real-world networks, specifically with less homogeneous architecture, clustered seeding may not
work well since the seeds in a clustered seeding strategy are overly concentrated in the same cluster, combined
with a situation that there may not be enough connections between clusters to pass the contagion on. Let us
demonstrate this concept using the high school network as an example. As for network architecture, the high
school network has a similar size and clustering coefficient but a less homogeneous architecture in compari-
son to the primary school network, highlighted by a more skewed degree distribution and a higher value of
modularity. Moreover, the modularity value in the high school network doubles that of the primary school
network.

The seeding outcomes for Know30Cl and one-hopHD strategies for the high school network are shown in
figure 5. At time t0, the two strategies activate the same number of seeds (5% of the nodes). The seeds selected
by Know30Cl are always direct connections of each other, as highlighted in the red circle in figure 5(a). In con-
trast, seeds selected by one-hopHD are not necessarily directly connected, but are sometimes partly connected
as shown in figure 5(d). When the threshold is not too high (such as being 0.3), the partly connected seeds
provided by one-hopHD turn out to be efficient enough to activate 72% of nodes in the network, as shown in
figures 5(d)–(f). Under the same threshold value, seeds of Know30Cl are a group of directly connected nodes.
Their activation reaches and activates their common connections within the close vicinity fast, within the first
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few time steps (figures 5(a) and (b)). As the diffusion process goes on, however, they fail to reach the other parts
of the network where the connections are sparse (figure 5(c)). The clustering of seeds becomes necessary again
only when the threshed is high. For example, when the threshold goes up to 0.4 in figures 5(g)–(j), the partly
connected seeds provided by one-hopHD fail to overcome the thresholds of any nearby nodes (figures 5(i)
and (j)), while seeds of Know30Cl can still activate the nodes directly connected to the seeds (figures 5(g) and
(h)). The difference between two strategies is however quite limited when the threshold is high, as shown in
figure 5(h).

The above example shows that the key for the success of one-hopHD under complex contagion is to have
seeds that are partly connected. Though one-hopHD does not deliberately use clustering as a criteria of seed
selection, the selected seeds are often partly connected due to the connectedness of high degree nodes in most
networks. For the ten real-world networks analyzed here, despite large variations of network sizes ranging from
100 to 7600, the average shortest path lengths between the top 10% highest degree nodes are between 1.3 to 4.5
(table 1). The academic author collaboration network (CA) has the highest value of 4.5, for a network size of
N = 4158. For this network with the highest path length between highest degree nodes, one-hopHD still leads
to higher final activated fractions than Know30Cl, though its relative efficiency (figure 4(g)) is less significant
than what we observed in other networks (figures 4(d)–(j)). The connectivity of high-degree nodes can be
partly explained by the core-periphery network structure resulting from homophily [62, 63]. Homophily refers
to the phenomena that similar individuals in a social network tend to know each other and act in a similar
manner [64]. Such individual choices result in the emergence of core-periphery structure in the network level:
a dense ‘core’ of tightly connected nodes and a sparse ‘periphery’ of nodes loosely connected to the core and
among each other [63, 65]. The short path lengths between high-degree nodes we discussed above is a reflection
of the dense-core network pattern. Since homophily and the resulting core-periphery structure are ubiquitous
in many real-world social networks, the success of one-hopHD can be extended to a wider range of networks
in addition to those in this study.

3.4. Comparison between the outcomes of one-hopHD, one-hop and random seeding for real-world
networks
Compared to one-hopHD, both the conventional one-hop and random seeding require less network infor-
mation. If all these strategies are used to activate the same number of seeds, as expected, one-hopHD would
lead to better seeding outcomes. Indeed, as shown in figure 6, one-hopHD leads to higher activated fraction
than one-hop strategy in all the networks tested here, under various settings of threshold and seed set size.
Results for the comparison between one-hopHD and random seeding are similar, which can be found in the
supporting information figure S5.

One critique of the one-hop strategy is the generality of its efficacy, which varies a lot from one network
to another, depending on the architecture of the network and the setting of contagion models such as seed set
size and threshold value [8, 66]. Such variabilities in the performance are to be expected, given that the seeding
strategy is applied stochastically, starting from a random draw of nodes from the network. Seeds provided by
one-hop are characterized by the use of high-degree nodes (normally higher than the mean degree). They are
also likely to be distributed broadly throughout the network, though to a lesser extent than for the case when
seeding is random. The one-hopHD stresses the first characteristic even more by selecting the high-degree
nodes from random connections. In turn, the second characteristic is compromised as seeds would be more
concentrated towards the ‘center’ of the network. The center here refers to the innermost core of the network
where most efficient spreaders locate [67]. Such a trade-off between high degree and randomness turns out to
be successful in increasing the final activated fraction in a wide range of network structures, seed set sizes and
threshold value (figure 6). Compared to the one-hop strategy, one-hopHD provides better seeding outcomes
across different networks, seed set sizes and thresholds.

Recognizing that one-hop and random seeding require less network information than one-hopHD, we test
whether the premium yielded by one-hopHD can be easily caught up by one-hop or random if the latter can
seed more. Specifically, the number of seeds by one-hop and random are increased by 50% (‘one-hop1.5’)
and 100% (‘Random2’), respectively. Results are shown in figure 7. In figure 7(a), the final activated fractions
achieved by one-hop by seeding 4.5, 7.5 and 10.5% nodes were compared to the results achieved by one-hopHD
by seeding 3, 5 and 7% nodes, respectively. Each box plot shows the variations of differences between two
seeding strategies for the same network and a given threshold. For example, the first box in figure 7(a) shows
the differences between one-hopHD and one-hop1.5 for the primary school network when the threshold is
0.15. When one-hop can seed 50% more nodes, its final activated fraction can indeed catch up with one-
hopHD in a few networks such as the primary school network, Facebook network and high school network.
For the other networks, the final activated fractions by one-hop1.5 still lag behind one-hopHD, especially for
the networks of Bitcoin, Email, API and Wiki. In short, while one-hop can catch up the seeding outcomes of
one-hopHD in some cases simply by increasing the number of seeds, the number of seeds need to be increased
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by at least 50% and it does not apply to every network. In fact, for half the networks tested here, a 50% increase
of the seed number of one-hop still fails to reproduce the seeding outcomes achieved by one-hopHD.

Regarding random seeding that requires no network information at all, its number of seeds are doubled
and compared to one-hopHD. In figure 7(b), random strategy seeds 6, 10 and 14% nodes in each network and
the final activated fractions were compared to those achieved by one-hopHD which can only seed 3, 5, and 7%
nodes in the same network. Even though random seeding doubles the number of seeds, its seeding outcomes
still largely falls behind those of one-hopHD in most networks. The absolute differences between one-hopHD
and Random2 are as high as 50% to 80% in half of the cases. The premium yielded by one-hopHD in terms of
the final activated fraction largely remains even though random strategy can seed twice as many.

The above results suggest that the conclusion found for simple contagion [31], i.e. a small increase of the
random seed set size can match the seeding outcomes with network information, is not applicable to complex
contagion. Our results here suggest that network information, even if it is very limited, does matter when the
diffusion process is governed by complex contagion. With the help of some degree and connection information,
seeding strategies such as one-hopHD can lead to significantly higher final activated fractions that cannot be
matched by blindly seeding more.

4. Conclusion

This study has introduced the one-hopHD seeding strategy, a variant of the conventional one-hop strategy,
for effectively seeding contagions in networks with very limited information on nodes and edges. The conven-
tional one-hop strategy selects high-degree nodes in a random fashion. The first characteristic attempts to select
potentially influential nodes and the second one hopes to have the seeds distributed broadly throughout the
network. The one-hopHD strategy proposed here enhances the first characteristic by selecting the high-degree
nodes from the random connections provided by the conventional one-hop strategy. While such a strategy
compromises the randomness of conventional one-hop seeds, it reaches a better balance between reaching
influential nodes and scattering seeds broadly. It outperforms alternative seeding strategies from the literature
across a wide range of networks and parameter settings.

The comparative performance of the one-hopHD in various networks is summarized in table 3. The effi-
ciency of one-hopHD especially stands out in networks with heavy tailed degree distributions such as synthetic
SF networks and the large online social networks. Heavy tailed degree distribution in a network has two impli-
cations. The first one is that there exist some highly connected nodes (e.g. hubs) within the network. The
second one is that most nodes have very few links, but are connected to the hubs. For such networks, the
connections nominated by random nodes (i.e. the first step of one-hopHD) are more often highly connected
nodes than the random nodes themselves. This chance is much higher when the extra step of explicitly screen-
ing for high degree nodes among nominated neighbors is taken, as in the one-hopHD strategy. Therefore,
for networks with heavy tailed degree distribution, the combination of searching from random connections
and high-degree seeding is much more efficient than pure high-degree seeding of random nodes. We have
demonstrated this by comparing the results of one-hopHD to Know30HD in both the synthetic and real net-
works. Even though the Know30HD strategy has access to more degree information, i.e. 30% nodes compared
to 15% for one-hopHD, its seeding outcomes largely lag behind those of one-hopHD in the synthetic scale-
free networks and large online social networks with degree distribution approximating a power-law decay.
Another factor contributing to the success of one-hopHD is the ubiquitous core-periphery network structure.
It explains the connectivity of high-degree nodes and why the seeds selected by one-hopHD are often partly
connected. Combined with the random nature inherent in the random connection nomination process, seeds
for one-hopHD are partly connected but are not overly concentrated. These are desirable properties for over-
coming thresholds in complex contagion processes, as well as for wide diffusion of activation to different parts
of the network when the architecture of the network is not homogeneous. This is in fact the reason why one-
hopHD outperforms the clustering seeding strategy with more degree information (Know30Cl) for a wide
range of social networks.

While it is true that one-hopHD requires more network information than the conventional one-hop strat-
egy, in most practical situations the extra information can be secured through reasonable efforts. Importantly,
with the help of this extra information, one-hopHD can lead to similar or much better seeding outcomes than
the conventional one-hop strategy even though the latter has the option to seed much more. This implies
that improvements achieved by the one-hopHD seeding strategy cannot be matched by simply having more
seeds. This also holds true when we compare the seeding outcomes of one-hopHD to random seeding even
if the latter can seed twice as many. Our results highlight that limited network information to inform seeding
under complex contagion and demonstrate that one-hopHD strategy is an efficient way to ensure of limited
information on the involved network.
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Table 3. Summary of network properties and seeding outcomes.

Networks Path lengths Clustering Degree distribution Seeding strategies comparison

Synthetic ER network Short Zero Normal distribution Know30HD > one-hopHD >
Know30Cl > one-hop >

random

Synthetic SW network Short High Approx. delta distribution Know30Cl > one-hopHD,
Know30HD > one-hop >

random

Synthetic SF network Long Zero Power-law distribution one-hopHD > Know30HD >
one-hop > Know30Cl >

random

Small offline networks: Short High Log-normal distribution Know30HD > one-hopHD,
Primary school, Know30Cl > one-hop >

high-school, random
exhibition networks

Large online networks: Short Low to high Power-law distribution one-hopHD > one-hop >
Email, Bitcoin, know30HD > Know30Cl >
Facebook, CA, P2P, random
Wiki and API

Another limitation of this study is that the efficiency of one-hopHD is not compared to the best possible
outcomes achieved by influence-maximization algorithms under full network information. The calculation
of such theoretical optima is complex and approximation cumbersome, but a potential direction for future
research. We therefore do not know how far below the upper bound on performance we still are and whether
yet other strategies could greatly improve on one-hopHD. These limitations not withstanding, the present
paper suggests the possibility of greater efficacy of network interventions in applications ranging from public
health to the diffusion of sustainable behaviors.
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